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The Voyage
What imagined ideals fuel our deepest quests?
Why that distance between where we are and what we sense might be possible?
Are we born into separateness, yearning to reconnect with a wholeness we once knew?
Why, here in a world of broken divisions, does a homecoming beckon —
unity glimpsed on the far horizon?
It's as though we've been seeded with a holy dissatisfaction that makes leaving inevitable for those with courage to make the journey. Our destination is to arrive
again for the first time and our education is what takes place in-between.
And so the schooling begins — all at once maybe, a burst of new beginnings,
or little by little, almost unnoticed by everyone, most of all ourselves.
We begin collecting clues,
taking notice of anything that might tell of our homeland.
We drink in each explorer whose path we cross,
a full-bodied self confidence here,
a calm depth of soul there,
and over time a story begins to develop about what it might mean to be a human
being engaged in a human life.
It is grace that brings those first maps into our possession.
Voyages recounted in exacting details, navigational charts of exotic lands.
You apprentice yourself to those maps.
You apprentice yourself to the explorer's stories and to your own life.
And your study of snippets of story and faded maps builds on each other.
The terminology is different, the handwriting changes
but the contours of a common land take shape.
The glimmered light of child-hood fantasy and adolescent longing—
these places still call out in whispers to our adult ear.
What you have seen in waking dreams is real!
There is another you, someone wiser, broader,
fingertips reaching toward yours — inviting a voyage through the veil to meet this
higher you in the process of becoming.
The message in the bottle has been found —
the course of action set.
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Preparing Ship
A crew is selected,
or the crew selects you.
Knowing looks across market stalls,
an illuminated kitchen table conversation —
deeper recognitions are made.
This is a trip a long time in the making —
this the constellation that accompanies you
each taking up oars for the other.
A vessel is secured.
A boat-builder recognizes your capacity
(this is what Master's do)
they recognize the idealism by which you appear on the dock —
the enthusiasm with which you are ready to risk everything on discovery.
The ship of space is full of new activity —
each crew must make a ship its own.
Well trodden, hand-hewn beams underfoot —
fresh water provisions to support the crew's life,
the sails, tall and bright —
catching the light and warm breeze.
The wholeness is present in seed form as anchors are raised and moorings untied
from the fixed earth.
Nameless crowds gather on the docks and give voice to the false joy of spectacle
and the nagging doubts of security.
They would have you maintained,
motionless,
would see you voyage without voyaging,
have you returned to them unscathed,
unchanged.
But as movement comes —
ocean mist meets your face and every cell sings out
"This is what you have been born to do!"
It is not only what is being left behind but what is coming towards.
A ship in harbor is safe but that is not what ships are made for.
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The Sea
Horizon on all sides
arms outstretched wide
sky meets sea and at that thin line an equilibrium is reached
A timeless vessel engulfed by water's rules.
What was fixed is now in movement, what was separate has now come together.
What was touched is now felt.
the ship slips across the sunset surface,
if color is a being we are all painted together.
darkness falls
the crew dreams and a storm threatens,
Dark clouds against dark sky above dark water —
there are no reference points in an ocean of everything!
Rain comes
Waves reach up and torrents cascade down.
The ship is stripped bare and threatens to be dissolved,
the crew calls out in terror — one voice against the blackened night.
You hold tightly to yourself,
one small bit against a swallowing sea — oceans wide and oceans deep.
Chaos whirls
freedom on the other side of a storm breaking.
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Full Sail
And the dawn comes
a new state
finer than air
clouds move above
investigating the way.
wind fills sails untied
steady breaths put into movement again.
clear skies and new light
the fresh ship is free to move,
to race and cut across the waves.
The main mast upright, under management.
At the wheel, you find yourself a captain and realize what it means to steer a vessel,
to participate in a discovery eminent.
But there is more to sailing than this.
More than elements encountered,
a threshold is approached.
The threshold is approached.
Signs must be read —
myths must be navigated.
There is a grander purpose to this voyage
a chain of command that places you directly in the middle.
A captain
freely
following
higher
orders.
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There Be Dragons!
The angelic voices are silent to man now
as we graduate from paige to knight —
our victorious commander doesn't issue orders —
but only guides us with the directions of his lance.
The creature pierced and held at bay by a taciturn time spirit.
Michael's gaze, steady and calm,
in the direction where maps fail to read but warnings —
beyond the edge of what we know
beyond the edge of our self-understanding.
Where sea monsters eat ships
where one sails off world's flat edges.
The direction of his gaze points where courage is needed —
the yet-discovered,
the darkened path,
the deep water that sunlight does not reach,
the forest grown too thick for carriage,
the unspoken parts of me which, no matter how often ignored, exist just the same.
The world is made whole by that which is darkened to me
(no eyes to see or ears to hear)
this darkness is included too.
out of my league and barely resisting retreat - I am free.
Michael's school sets a course for where the mapmaker warns:
"There be Dragons!"
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True Imagination
With courage then—
the bow is set and across the threshold we cross —
through the captain's eye what was most dead is resurrected.
from earth to water,
air to light.
We sail directly into the sun
are blinded
proceed with new senses.
Fire scorched and blackened,
imagination becomes inspiration and inspiration arches toward an intuition permeated.
It is moral action that discovers the new world!
the ship contains more than the number who first set sail.
We have been joined by higher hosts long waiting recognition.
Doves perched in crow nest heights —
signs of an earth raised to new sight.

And this is where the story could end.
With celebrated departures, and drama at high sea,
with great winds blowing and thresholds crossed awake.
But this is not an adventurer’s tale, it is a story of exploration.
And all true explorer's must return to describe their mystery
or their children are born in exile.
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Making Maps
Making maps is where a captain becomes a cartographer,
here is where the hand that steered the ship traces the outline of an unseen world,
seeks the impossible task of representing a lived reality in less dimensions.
I include my own legend that explains the symbology of my map —
the pictorial language I create to describe what has never been described before
in quite this same way. I pay homage to all those mapmakers whose creations
I've studied and slowly see with increased recognition.
For it is the greatest mistake to take the map for the territory.
A map is only the finger pointing at the North Star and not the star itself.
But why attempt the difficult task of describing what will likely be mis-interpreted?
Why attempt to chart a course that is only rightly understood if rightly lived?
Maybe it pays respect to the God's wide creation (two worlds with me in the middle),
to join the thin stream of explorers winding it's way behind every civilizing impulse
the universe has ever known. Maybe we support humanity's wavering progress
upon our shoulders. A group joined together communicating experiences — telling
our stories not to boast, but to aid in the building of humanities greatest project —
documenting not the material world, whose geography has been poured over by
macro and microscoped depths, but the new thresholds of a newly conscious
wholeness that we once again step foot on.
Today, we are on the verge of a great age of discovery!
Yes! Ships are setting sail and we are each called to be our own captain, to form
communities staffing each others truest initiatives. The initiation science held on
tightly bound scrolls and the physical science of university laboratories can only
be bridged by a righteous soul mood, feelings penetrated into the center of our
hearts. When and where we come together with other human beings seeking the
same goal; with super-sensible beings offering their grace once invited. We are all
strengthened from the realms of light, rejoicing in the collaboration which is our
earnest, heartfelt striving.

A vOYAGE OF CONTINUED DISCOVERy...

